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ACCESSIBLE COMPUTERS FROM THE BOX

Gregg C. Vanderheiden
Trace R&D Center
University of Wisconsin-Madison

DISABILITY: A CONTIrTUM

Individuals who have disabilities are often seen as a separate population from the "able-bodied"
population. In fact, there is no clear delineation between "disabled" and "able-bodied" people.
Everyone has areas in which they are less able than others, and everyone has some activities
which they have difficulty doing or some devices which they have difficulty using. Similarly,
most "disabled" individuals are not really "disabled" (unable to function), but are simply
hampered in their ability to do some things. Further, an individual who is impaired along one
dimension of performance (e.g., walking, manipulation) may be gifted along another dimension
(e.g., vision, intelligence, etc). Thus, a person's degree of disability or handicap can vary from
negligible through to severe. The disability usually also only affects some of an individual's
overall capabilities.

Figure 1 shows the traditional bell-shaped curve, with four vertical lines which divide the curve
into five areas. The curve represents the general population. For any given device or design,
there will always be people who have no trouble using the device/design, people who have little
trouble, people who have some trouble, people who have a lot of trouble, and people who are
totally unable to use the particular device/design. There are, of course, no clear dividing lines
separating these groups; rather, it is a graded continuum. Similarly, there is no clear-cut place
to draw a line where everyone falling on one side would be "disabled" and everyone falling on
the other side would be "able-bodied." There simply is no clear definitiOn of disabled
individuals. At some point along this curve, individuals who are unable to use the world as it is
currently designed and structured are identified as disabled in order to provide them with
special assistance. Many other individuals with impairments, some of them quite severe,
manage to get along without assistance, especially when the devices and systems they must use
are well designed.

Little Trouble

No Trouble

Some Trouble

Figure 1
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This paper addresses the design of computers to allow their use by individuals on the right half
of the bell-shaped curve, who may have some reduced abilities along any one of a number of
dimensions (e.g., manipulation, vision, hearing, cognition, etc.). This includes the
approximately 20 percent of the population of the United States who have an impairment which
is severe enough to cause them to be ata significant disadvantage in living and working in the
world as it is currently designed.

NOT ALL NEEDS CAN BE MET THROUGH STANDARD COMPUTER DESIGN

Although there are many ways that the design of standard computers can be improved so that
more people can use them, it is not possible, nor is it appropriate, to designcomputers in such a
way that everyone can use them. For example, individuals who have severe or multiple
disabilities will often require very specialized interfaces or display systems. These systems are
best developed and provided by rehabilitation manufacturers who focus on the development of
devices for people with particular disabilities. There are a number of reasons for this. First,
building elaborate, specialized interfaces into all of the standard-manufacturer computers would
not be cost-effective. Second, the design teams of standard computer manufacturers are not
usually familiar enough with all of the many different disabilities to be able to effectively design
interfaces for all of the different disabilities. Even the rehabilitation manufacturers tend to
specialize in different areas of disability. Finally, a computer which contained every possible
required interface and output display type would probably not be usable by anyone.

It is important, however, that the design of standard computers provide some mechanism for the
connection of these special input and output systems. Especially as computers are becoming
more and more closed at the system level (even as they are becoming more open at other
levels), it is essential that these entry or connection points be provided, since it will be more
difficult if not impossible for rehabilitation manufacturers to install them themselves, as has
been done in the past.

Thus, the role of the manufacturers of standard computers in the area of increasing the
computers' accessibility is not likely to be one of manufacturing computers that can be used by
everyone, but rather one of increasing the number of individuals who can use the computers as
they come from the box, as well as providing the "hooks" that special rehabilitation developers
and manufacturers need to create and connect special adaptations for individuals who have
multiple or more severe limitations.

MOVEMENT DISABILITIES

For individuals with movement disabilities, it is the computer input mechanisms (keyboards,
mice, etc.) that present the greatest problems. Also involved, but generally of less concern, are
adjustments or other controls that may be on the computer equipment. In addition to
difficulties in using the computer itself, individuals with movement disabilities may have
difficulty in manipulating computer-related materials such as disks and printouts.

Individuals with weakness or mild to moderate movement disorders may be unable to use
standard keyboards, but are often able to use adapted or miniature keyboards. Individuals with
high spinal cord injuries (no control below the neck), as well as individuals with extreme
interference or weakness of their motor control systems, are often unable to use a keyboard of
any kind. They are, however, able to use other special adaptive aids that could be used instead
of the keyboard.
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These alternate input mechanisms include sip-and-puffMorse code, voice recognition, scanning
techniques requiring only the ability to activatea single switch, and eye-gaze keyboards that
"type" when the individual simply looks at the "keys." These interfaces exist commercially, but
there is currently no way to allow them to be used instead of the standard keyboards on
unmodified computers running standard software. (Computers can be individually modified
with keyboard emulating interfaces to allow their use -- see below.)

As mouse, touch screen, lightpen, and other input devices become more common, these
interface problems take on new dimensions. Alternate access mechanisms need to be
developed for all of these input approaches if individuals are to have access to standard
educational, recreational, and productivity software.

VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS

Visual impairments vary in cause, characteristics and degree. As a result, the impact and
problems presented in computer use also varies between individuals.

People with visual acuity impairments have difficulty seeing even when focusing properly.
These individuals have difficulty with displays. The small lettering on some keyboards also
poses a problem for individuals with limited visual acuity. With the aging of the population who
use computers, problems in visual access will be of increasing concern. Availability of optional
large-screen displays helps somewhat with personally-owned systems, but does little for the
larger problem of access to computers in public, educational, and employment settings.

Visual perception problems are the problems faced by individualswhose eyes focus well, but
who have visual processing difficulties that make it difficult or impossible to handle printed
information or complex displays. This is more of a software design issue than a hardware or
system access issue. Simpler, larger displays may help on systems to be used by the public, as
would some of the solution strategies for totally blind individuals.

Color blindness will pose increasing problems as color displays are more commonly used. This,
too, is largely a software question, although alternate display options could be of benefit. The
problem is best addressed by careful selection of colors which appear different in shade to color
blind individuals, or through redundant cues.

Blindness, of course, presents severe problems for using standard software, due to the high
reliance of the software on the visual display of information Although full-screen tactile
displays are under development, it is doubtful that these will ever be effective enough for on-
line mouse and windowing operations. Alternate display approaches (voice and Braille, most
notably) exist, but usually cannot be used to access the screen images produced by standard
software without modifying the operating system or the computer itself. Manuals and
information on how to use these systems and software are usually nct available in a form that is
usable by blind individuals (e.g., in Braille or on disk).

For people with visual impairments who can currently manage printed information through
some technique or aid, and are gainfully employed, the advent of computers and displayed
information can be traumatic, and force relocation (Knutsson, 1986). If effective techniques can
be identified which can make the displayed information available in a form which enhances
reading comprehension, this new barrier could be turned to an asset.
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BEARING IMPAIRMENTS

Individuals with hearing impairments are not currently at a great disadvantage when trying to
use standard software packages. Warnings that appear onlyas sounds or tones are a problem.
Warnings that are both visual and auditory generally are not a prohem -- especially if the visual
warning is difficult to miss. Some newer programs that use speech to guide or assist the user or
as output do pose a significant barrier when the information is not also provided in visual form
(e.g., on the screen).

COGNITIVE IMPAIRMENTS

Specific learning disabilities, memory problems, and retardation are examples of cognitive
disabilities. Each of these disability areas, :towever, is very distinct from the others, and poses
different constraints. Public access systems in particular may want to consider the complexity of
keyboards and visual displays, memory requirements (on the part of the user), and the cognitive
demands of their programs and systems. Clear, simple, step-by-step directions and
documentation are important, as is the lack of clutteron screens. All of these measures also
increase the ease of use of systems by the elderly and by the general public.

MECHANISMS FOR MAKING COMPUTERS MORE ACCESSIBLE

Features which would make computers more accessiblecan basically be broken down into two
groups:

a) features which allow persons with disabilities to access and use computer that are
not owned by or assigned to them (public or shared computers);

Type 1) features that allow individuals with mild impairments to use the
computers directly as they come from the tox;

Type 2) features that facilitate the connection of specializeC interfaces and
accessories for individuals with more severe disabilities.

b) features which facilitate the use of computers which are personally owned or
controlled by the disabled individual;

Type 3) features that facilitate customization of a personal computer to allow
access to standard software;

Type 4) features that make computer use easier but are not required for access;

Type 5) features that facilitate special applications for computers.

Table 1 provides a listing of some features from each of these categories. Many of these
modifications can be implemented in software, often as relatively minor modificationsor
extensions to the operating system of the computer. As such, they do not increase the
manufacturing cost of the computer. Even hardware design modifications, which would be very
expensive on a retrofit basis, can usually be implemented in manufacturing cost on future
systems. In Table 1, those items which could be implemented through software modifications
are marked with a dagger. Note that most of the modifications would increase the flexibility or
ease of use of the computers for the non-disabled "mass market" as well.
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Working/Revww Draft 3.1
prepared by the Design Considerations Task Force
Ott- -dusny-Dovenseient Cooperative Initiative

on Compact AccessbIty Problem
July. 1987

Physical
Disabilities

Input
Access

Individuals cannot
physically use some
standard input
devices.

Visual
Disabilities

Input
Access

individuals cannot
visually use some
standard input
devices. i

Examples

Input Accessibility I

Design Recommendations

Some individuals who can use
only one hand, or who use a
mouthstick, cannot activate
multiple buttons or keys at the
same lime.

Individuals with one arm, or those
who use a mouthstick, cannot use
shift/control keys on standard
keyboards...
...or operate a rrouse in conjunction
with shifUcontroVoption keys...
...or operate a multi-button mouse.

Some individuals do not have
enough fine movement control to
use some newer input methods.

Individuals with motor coordination
problems or paralysis cannot
accurately use a mouse cc tcuchpad.

Some individuals have slower or
irregular reaction time..., making
time-dependent input unreliable.

Individuals with a slower reaction
time can get undesired characters if
the key repeat rate is too fast.

Individuals with more severe
physical disabilities who must use
special input systems have no way
to connect them to the stanuard
computers they encounter in the
workplace, school, etc.

Individuals who require an eyegaze
or sip&puff controlled input cannot
connect their device in place of the
normal input devices (keyboard,
mouse, touchscreen) on the various
computers at work/..:hool.

When computer systems are
changed/upgraded or a person wants
to change jobs (or gets a promotion)
his/her special input systems don't
work on the new computer/model.

Some visually impaired
individuals have difficulty finding
or identifying keys or buttons on
input devices.

Individuals with low vision have
difficulty reading the legends on
keys and controls.

Individuals with severe vialsl
impairments have difficulty locating
the home keys and selected
peripheral keys on a keyboard.

Individuals with severe visual
impairments cannot find keys on
perfectly flat membrane keyboards
or keypads.

Individuals with severe visual
impairments cannot use input
devices which require constant
visual feedback.

Blind individuals cannot use a
mouse because they cannot monitor
the mouse cursor's continually
changing position in relation to the
image on the screen.

Blind individuals cannot use input
systems which have dynamically
defined keys with only visual
feedback as to current key value.

To allow more
individuals with
mild/moderate
physical disabilities
to be able to use the
standard input
devices

To allow individuals
with more severe
disabilities to connect
their special input
devices

To allow individuals
with mild/troderate
visual disabilities to
use standard input
devices

To allow individuals
with none visual
disabilities to use
standard input
devices:

Chart I of 4

Design Examples

IPM-1 Input devices that require multiple
simultaneous activations should have an
optional (sequential) mode of operation.
This mode should be available a any time
and should eliminate the need for
simultaneous actions.

t Addition of an invokable 1-finger $

'sticky key" feature to the operating
system which allows sequential use of
shift/alUoption etc keys

t Optional multiple mouse button
control from keyboard (see next)

IPM -2 Systems having mice or other
pointing systems should have a method for
carrying out all the same functions from the
keyboard.

t User invokable option which uses
part of the keyboard to control mouse
cursor & buttons or to create simulated
touchscrecn input

IPM -3 Systems requiring responses in
less than 5 seconds or release time less than
2 sec. ids, should have provision for the
user to adjust the time, or have a
non-time-dependent alternative method

t User adjustable key repeat rate and
delay.

t A response delay is programmed to
be longer than 5 seconds.

' IPS-1 All systems should have an
externally accessible connection point
(standard or special port) to which alternate
input devices can be connected. This
connection should be an industry or
company standard. All input throug) the
connection should be treated identically to
input from standard input devices by the
system and application software.

t Operating system can accept data
from serial port in a standard protocol
which is treated by the system and
application programs as ;lout from
standard input devices.

- Standard input bus for all input
devices.

1VM-1 Legends and lettering on keys
should be easily readable.

- Larger lettering on keys and around
controls.
- High contrast lettering.

IVS-1 There should be tactilely distinct
landmarks on home keys on a keyboard

- Nibs on center or front edge of home
keys on keyboard and keypad.

IVS-2 The edges of keys or buttons
should be tactilely discernable. Keys or
buttons should not be activated by a hand
lightly feeling them.

- Small raised ndge outlining keys on
flat membrane keyboards.

P/S-3 If a computer has a standard input
system which requires cor Dual visual
feedback to o^erate, the c cuter would
preferably have an *kern means or mode
for achieving as many o' he (unctions as
possible. This alternate s.Lans or mode
should be available at any time and should
not require continual visual feedback.

t Keyboard equivalents for as many
mouse operations as possible.

t Optional tr. --4," which can be invoked
by blind users which eliminates need
for continual feedback features (iv here
possible).

(Some functions like freehand
sketching may not be possible.)

These recommendations we wended u suggestions for ItOprOVA31 the accesslihty of stadad desktop and portable computers. They
are not intended as a but of required features for accessanlity. but mho. as In ad as designing computers which we more accessible.- If used as source matenal for design or procurement guidelines only a subset should be thought of as required; the rest should be left

as recommendations. Those design recoransendsuons Much appear to be soost important at this tune tn order to provide
reasonable access to =rent and near future systems we mated with on asterisk. Examples which can usually be implemented in software we cartel with a t.

- Thu a a =shag document and sub's:et beau:nal TrAS.1011, COSTIX*3013, and change. A ;man purpose u communication between industry, uses, researchers, government. etc. Your
comments and feedback ITC solicited. Please seed commence to

Design Considenmons Task Force do Trace R&D Center. S-151 Weisman Cyder, 1500 Highland Avenue. Madison. WI 537(15, Attention: Dr. GreggC. Varlderheiden or Dirks C. Lee.
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Warta's/Review Draft 3.1
prepared by the Design Comiderations Task Force
of the Induary-Government Cooperauve laitiative

on Computer Accessibility
July, 1917 Problem

Visual
Disabilities

Output
Access

Hearing
Impairments

Output
Access

Individuals cannot
use standard auditory
output.

Output/Display Accessibility
Examples

Individuals with low vision have
difficulty reading the screen because
the characters are too small

Some visually impaired individuals
have difficulty in discerning the
images on the screen. Color blind individuals cannot see

text presented in some text -
background color combinations.

Individuals with low vision have
difficulty seeing the screen due to
glare or distance.

Individuals with severe visual Blind individuals could use a
impairments have special alternate portable voice output access device
displays but do not have a means to in place of the computer's standard
use them with the computer. screen display except where these

devices cannot get access to the
contents of the computer's display
screen.

Individuals who arc hard of hearing
have difficulty hcanng beeps that
indicate errors when typing or

Individuals with hearing
impairments have difficulty hearing
audible feedback from computers.

issuing cornmands.

Individuals with hearing
ins. iiments are unable to turn the
volume up sufficiently in some
environments (e.g. library or noisy
environment).

Individuals who arc deaf or have Deaf individuals cannot hear beeps
severe hearing impairments do not
receive any information presented in
an auditory form.

that indicate errors when typing or ,

issuing commands.

Design Recommendations

Chart 2 of 4

Design Examples

To allow more
individuals with
mild/moderate visual
disabilities to use
standard display&

OVM-1 A means for zeom-enlarging
the image on the display would
preferably be provided; this feature
should be able to enlarge any area of
the screen and provide magnification
up to 16 times in at least 8 steps.

t Modification to basic graphic interface
allows user to zoom in on any arca of
the screen. Zoom follows mouse or
cursor movements.

OVM-2 Color used on displays
would preferably be user selectable
for color blind individuals.

OVM-3 Displays would preferably
be repositionable.

t Color of text and background
adjustable by user.

- Display separate from CPU and
keyboard on computers with a large
CPU unit.

To allow individuals
who are blind or have
more severe visual
impairments to
connect their special
display device&1
To rilow individuals
with mild moderate
hearing impairments
to be to hear
auditory output:

OVS-1 Screen display
information should be provided on
request or continuously at an
external connector in a company or
industry standard format in the first
of the following forms that is
available to the operating system

- screen desenpfic n
- character listing (for character

based screen displays)
- bit image.

t Special request from external device
causes information on current console
display to be sent to external bus or
standard port or connector.

t Special mode is invoked after which
all information sent to screen processor
(software or hardware) is also sent to
external bus or port connector.

OHM -I The output volume would
preferably be controllable and have
a wide range (this is less important
if all auditory feedback is available
redundant]) in an appropriate visual
form or it there is an external
sr-ale: jack).

- Larger range on volume control.

Of IM-2 Devices would preferably - Could be special jack or dedicated pin
'lave an audio jack or have speaker on another connector if standard across
near edge for amplification. machines.

/ 1
To allow individuals
who are deaf or have
more severe hearing
impairments to
receive feedback:

011S-1 All information
presented in an auditory form which
is required for system operation and
error detection should also be
provided or available redundantly in
an appropriate visual form.
(Yarning materials would not
normally ere considered as required
1:7 operation but would preferably
also be available in captioned form.)

I' Baps accompanied by a flash on part
of the screen.

- Small LED which flashes in parallel
with beeps.

'I'M auditory/spoken messages also
displayed.

t Invokable feature cauczs spoken test
to be displayed at top or bottom of
screen. .

These recommendations are 'mended as suggestions for improving the accetsalty of standard desktop aryl portable computers They arc not intended asa lest of required features for accessenbty. but rather as an aid sn designmg computers which /WC more accessible
- If used as source marina for design or procurement guidelines only a subset should be thought of as required; the rest should be left as recommendations. Those Seign recommendations which appear to be most =portant . this tune in order to provide

reasonable scores to current and near future systems arc marked with an astank. Examples which can usually be implemented in 'eftware are malted with a f.
- This an a working document and subject to cctinual reVlsion, correction, and change A primary purpose is communication between industry, users, researchers, government, etc. Your comments and feedback are solicited. Please send comments to.

Design Cons:tenuous Task Force do Trace R&D Cana. S-151 Weinman Center, 1500 Highland Avenel:, Madison, WI 53705, Attention Dr. Gregg C. Vandesheiden or Charles C. Lee.
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Working/Review Draft 3 1
prepared by the Design Considerations Task Faros

of the bleu:ay-Cove/nine:a Cooperative Initiative
on Computer Accessibility

July. 1987

Controls
Access

Individuals cannot
physically use
controls on some
devices.

Media
Access

individuals have
difficulty handling
and toiling storage
media.

.../

Documentation
Access

Individuals cannot
use the
l'ocumentation that
comes with devices.

Problem

Controls, Media and Documentation Accessibility

Examples

Individuals with use of only one hand
cannot open some laptop computers.

Some physically disabled Individuals with limited reach are
individuals cannot manipulate or unable to operate power switches and
operate some typcs of controls. other controls located at the rear of th

computer.

Individuals w;th limited dexterity
(art hritis, cerebral palsy, etc.) are
unable to use latches or controls
which . utilise twist motion.

Individuals with low strength (MS,
MD, and spinal cord injury)7.e
unable to operate controls that require
very much force.

. Some severely physically disabled Some individuals with special
individuals cannot operate any alternate input systems are unable to
controls. operate any manual controls.

Some individuals have difficulty
handling materials delicately.

Individuals with cerebral palsy often
damage media surfaces or bend
floppy disks.

Some individuals have difficulty
reaching into small spa-.es.

Individuals with cerebral palsy have
difficulty reaching into disk doves to
remove the floppy disks.

Some individuals are unable to use the
built-in drives because of their
positior..

Individuals with limited reach or
strength cannot reach built-in drives.

To allow more
individuala with
nuld/moderate
physical disabilities
to be able to use the
standard controls:

To allow individuals
with more severe
disabilNCS .o operate
controls:

ao

es

Design Recommendatioos

Chart 3 of

Design Examples

CPM-1 Latches and controls would
preferably be operable with one
hand/finger/stick.

Single push button latches.
- Latches that can be pressed or slid
to side sequentially.

CPM-2 Controls would preferably be
located for easy access.

- Controls mounted on front.
- Disk drives on front of computer.

CPM3 Controls a nil preferably be
operable without a twisting motiun.

- Push button controls.
- Slide controls.
- Thumbwhcel controls.

CPM-4 Controls would preferably oc
operable with 100 g or less of force.

Light action controls.
- Push operated controls.

141

To allow individuals
with limited
dexterity to handle
and load storage
media:

44.1111011.1.1

Individuals who are physically
disabled or blind are unable to use
printed documentation.

Many physically disabled individuals
are unable to handle the
documentation or turn the pages.

Blind individuals are unable to read
printed documents directly.

p
To allow individuals
with physical and
visual disabilities to
use the device
doannentatioir

CPS-1 Control functions would
preferably be operable from the
computer's standard input devices
(e.g. keyboard control).

- Adjustments put under software
control and operable from
keyboard, mouse, program, etc.

MP -1 Media would preferably be able
to withstand fairly rough handling.

- Designs similar to 3.5" disks.

MP2 Media would preferably eject
and/or protrude at least , cm. from the
device.

- Push button or software controlled
eject.

MP-3 Removable media drives would
preferably be available in external
mount configuration which allows

1 specie. positioning.

- Option to install external doves
with long enough cable to allow for
spezial positioning.

..,/118/
D-1 Manuals would preferably be
a. ailable in electronic form. Graphic
information would preferably be
presented redundantly in text as
much as possible.

t Manuals and/or command
summary reference on disk.
t On-line help.
- Have electronic manuals availat4,1
from company or Library of
Congress, etc.

These recommendations we intended as suggestions for improving the accessibility of staodard desktop and portable computers. They we not intended as a list of required features for accessibility, Mather as an aid in designing contour. n which we more accessible.
- If used as source material for design or procurement guidelines only a subset should be thought of as required; the rest should be left

as recommendations. Those design recommendations which appear to be most impartant at this time in order to providereasonable access to curent and near future systems are marked with an asterisk (There
are ao osier sks on this page). Examples which can usually be implemented in software are marked with a T.Thu ie a working document .id subject to continual revision, t.crrccuon. sodding*. A primary

purpose is COMIMMVS430 between ineustry, users, researchers, government, etc. Your comments and feedback are solicited. Please send comments toDesign Comukrabons Task Force do Trace R&D Cates. S-151 Waiwian Center, ISCO Highland Avenue, Madison, WI 53705, Attention: Dr. Gregg C. Vanderhaden or Charles C. Lee.
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Working/Review Draft 3.1
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of the hadustry-Government Cooperative Initiative
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Input
Modifications

Indiviuuals hav71
difficulty installing
special input access
programs or
modifications in
their personally
owned or assigned
computers.

t qtput
Mod ications

Individuals have
difficulty installing
special output access
programs or
ned.fications in their
personally owned or
assigned cornpLters.

Problem

Personal Workstation Modification Facilitation 1

Examples

Some operating systems do not Scanning and other special input l
allow simulation of input device programs do not frve a means to
activity (keystrokes, mouse pointing) inject simulated keystrokes,
by programs running in background touchsereen cc mouse activity into
(or under multitasking). This the computer for use by the
prevents the use of low cost software operating system and application
solutions for providing alternate program&
input systems for those who can use
I:1:r Approach.

Some operating ystems do not Special access programs such as
provide a mecht.usm for programs those which put a keyboard image
running in the background (or under on screen and use a head movement
multitasking) to provide continual operated "mouse" won't work on
visual information to the user. This computers where the window
prevents the use of low cost containing the keyboard image does
roftware-based alternate input not stay visible when other
systems which require a continuous programs (windows) are active.
visual selection or feedback display.

Most computers have no provision An eye-blink operated scanning
for connecting any external switches, program needs a way to connect the
making special, more expensive, eye-blink switch to the computer.
adapters necessary to connect special
switches needed by some access A sip-puff Morse code input
programs. program needs 2 switches.

.

Some software programs discard Multiple backspaces or arrow keys
some keystrokes that show up in are often discarded by software
type-ahead buffers interfering with programs, causing problems for
the use of special "macro" based abbreviation expansion based

iacceleration programs. acceleration programs.

. Visually impaired persons can often Computers with special technology
take advantage of coinunercially builttn displays may not make
available large screen monitors to provision for external display
provide larger images .... but some connection.
computers with built -in monitors
have no provision for external
display connection.

More powerful, multitasking A screen reading program running in
computers create the potential for the background could provide a

E

having sophi)ucated screen reading blind person with voice output
and interpretation software running description of the contents of the
in a computer along with standard screen (where standard application
application programs. This would programs are displayed) if screen
allow lower cost solutions for some contents were available to it from the

. people. However, the total screen operating system on request.
content is not necessarily available to
these programs preventing this
approach.

To facilitate the
installation of
special input access
inoch..cations in
Pew. aally owned
or a' signed
COP aters:

ToE---allo7-
individuals with
visual Impairments
to make special
modifications to
their personally
owned or assigned

k, "'Wet":

Pesign Recommendations
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Design Examples

WP-1 Operating systems which
support background programs or
multitasking would preferably have a
means for smulatior 4 keyboard and
other input devices Ly a program
running ic the computer. This
simulated input should be treated

' identically to input from the standard
input devices by the system and
application software. This input
simulation capability should extend to
all input devices required for
operation of the computer.

t Operating system has an "inject
only" vector or address to which
simulated input can be sent. This
input point is in front of the first
access (read or filter) point available
to the system functions or application
programs.

In multitasking environments, the
program is able to in, - -, keyboard
input even if keyboard r ring read
by another applicatio-, but for
secunty, the appl;ca.on program has
to be invoked by th . same user.

WP-2 Windowing environments
would preferably have the ability to
open and maintain special windows
which can always remain fully visible

. (for use by special input routines).

t Window environment modification.

W13-3 Computers would preferably
have a way of connecting special
momentary contact (CPST) input
switches.

- Special jack or ' cheated pin(s) on a
standard conned r.

WP-4 Operating systems would
preferably allow macro-generated
input to be marked so that it can be
treated differently from standard input
by system and application software.

t Operating system modification.

WV-1 Computers would preferably - Built in or standard add-on
allow connection of larger image connector for larger displays (display
displays. can be 3rd party).

WV-2 Computers which support t Special system routine whic a
background programs or multitasking provides applications or background
would preferably provide screen program with a description of the
display information on request or console display.
continuously in a company or
industry standard format to a special t Invokable option in operating
program running its the computer. system which continually feeds output
This information would preferably be display information tv a background
provided in the the first of the or multitasking pro^ram as it is being
following forms that is available to fed to the display processor (hardware
the operating system: or software).

-- screen description language
- character listing (for character

based displays)
- bit image.

These recommendations are intended as suggestions for improving the accessibility of standard desktop and portable computers. They arc not Intended as a hat of required features for accessibiluy, but rather as an aid in designate computers which are more accessible.
If used as source mittensl for design or Focurement guidelines only a subset should be thought of as required, the rest should be left as recommendations. Those design recommendations which appear to be most important at Um time in order to provide

reasonable access to current and near future systems are marked with an astensk (there are no asterisks on this page) Examples which can usually beimplemented in software are marked with a 1.
Thu is a working document and subject to continual revision, correction, and change. A primary purpose is communication between iviustry, users, researchers, government, etc Your comments and feedback are solicited. Please send comments to

Design Considerations Task Force: do Trace R&D Center, S-151 Wins man Center, 1500 Ilighlind Avenue, Madison, WI 53705, Attention. Dr. Orem C. Vanderheidenof Charles C. Lee.
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